
To the hour 

Time
Unit 2



These worksheets are perfect for
students who:

 Has an intellectual disability
is an early or  non-reader
lacks prerequisite skills
benefits from picture support
takes alternative assessments



This unit is meant to teach how to read time to the hour.

Daily group and individual activities.

Includes an adaptive book where students match time to
clocks.



5 days

This unit contains 5 days of
material that is in a printable

format.  I have included a
detailed lesson plan to help you
make the most of everything

in this unit including daily group
and individual activities. 

It comes in 2 separate files.
One in color and one in black

and white.



5 days

Overall tips for teaching
students with significant needs
A quick look at what you will do
each day
Detailed instructions on how
that day's lesson should run

The lesson plans contain:



There is a 20-page book that looks at
how to read a clock and tell time to

the hour.  

The book comes as a PowerPoint. 



 There are pages with clocks
that students can match the
time to.  They can be used in
small group activities or
assembled into a book.

Adaptive Book



Group Activity 1: Lots of practice telling
time to the hour with lots of ways to use
the cards included.



Bingo

There are 10 Bingo cards
included plus 10 different ways
to use them and play Bingo.  
There are calling cards
included. 



There is a clock where students will
place the numbers. 

There is a differentiated version with
gray numbers students can match to
if they need more support.



Lastly, there are 2 sets of
worksheets (3 of each).  One
where students match the
time to the clock, and one
where students match the
clock to the time.  All of
these use times to the hour
only.



Day/Night
Telling time to the hour
Telling time to 5 minutes
Elapsed Time
Relative time

Save money and get the time bundle:

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Telling-Time-for-Special-Education-analog-time-to-5-minutes-and-elapsed-time-2394034

